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Why is river altimetry so different from ocean altimetry
?

Why is it so difficult to validate the series globally ?

What is the width limit ?

Even so…. Yes we can

Some examples of series and applications

Past and Future



AltiKa waveforms

OCEAN                                              CONTINENT

1- The waveforms are not homogenous



Proprietary retracking ITR10             gauge

2- not a unique way to process the echoes



gauge   retracked from templates GDR Ice-1   GDR Ice-1

2- not a unique way to process the echoes



ICE-1 (GDR)

Templates (R&L)
Proprietary retracking algorithm (ITR10)

2- not a unique way to process the echoes



Envisat

3- Identification of river echoes is not straightforward



Cross-track deviation of measurement

revealed by InSAR mode in Cryosat-2

4- Are we really talking of nadir Altimetry ?

Cross-track deviations -> Pair of parabolas in the ranges
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Cross-track deviations in the AltiKa measurements ?

4- Are we really talking of nadir Altimetry ?



The  along-track deviations in LRM altimetry

Rio Pardo

4- Are we really talking of nadir Altimetry ?
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AFTER 2000

1- are there gauges availabe ??ate



Before

After

2- Are the gauges reliable enough ??



1st option :

Validation stations

gauge

ERS-2

ENVISAT

SARAL



100 m

Yatua River                   # 0994

# 0951

St. Dev = 35 cm

2nd option :

Internal calibration at cross-overs



Aruwimi River           SARAL Xover

2nd option :

Internal calibration at cross-overs



Dja River            Jason-2  Xover

Daily linear interpol.

St Dev -> 0.38 m

2nd option :

Internal calibration at cross-overs



NS = 0.99

Rating curve at BANGUI 

(2002 – 2007)

3rd option : compare to

Independant data
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Papa et al. (2010)

Hardinge

From stage to discharge
Finsen et al. 2013

Gange       Brahmapoutra



BETOMA

500 m

( by J. Andriambeloson )



ENVISAT
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Altimetry for 

backwater effects



Frappart et al. (2014)

Storage change by combination with surface estimates
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The key question of bias (systematic error)

Continuity from past to future :

063 x 478

?



2014: Jason-2 (LRM Ku /10 days) GAP wrt T/P

AltiKa (LRM Ka  /35 days) GAP wrt ENVISAT

Cryosat - 2 (LRM/SAR/SARIn Ku /369  days)

2015 : Sentinel-3A (SAR Ku /27 days) C?

2015 : Jason-3 (LRM Ku /10 days)

2017 : Sentinel- 3B (SAR Ku / 27 days)

2020 : JA-CS (SAR Ku /10 days)

SWOT (swath Interf. Ka /2x /22 j + LRM Ku)

The  future 

SWOT (2020)

SENTINEL-3 (2015+2016)

JASON-2

AltiKa

10-1





SPARES



Rio Pardo



Automatisation ?



Today, past data remain of little interest

because they have not been reprocessed

Space Agencies must continue the ongoing

efforts 

The  past



SD = 0.33 m   SD = 0.32 m

Congo at Brazzaville

SD = 0.15 m   SD = 0.25 m

ENV #1 ENV #2 ENV –

SARAL  #1

ENV -

SARAL #2

ENV #1 271.09 1.21 0.78

ENV #2 269.88 0.77

SARAL #1 270.31 1.20

SARAL #2 269.11

Brazzaville

ENVISAT

SARAL





+ = GEOSAT 

Koblinsky et al. (1993)
Birkett et al. (2002)

Tribute to the pionners

ENVISAT

SRTM

GPS

STAGES                             SLOPES



Envisat Altimetry over the Xingu river

Garambois et al. OSTST 2014

Silva et al. OSTST (AltiKa) 2014



Linking ENVISAT                              to                               SARAL

?







gauge

Handcraft with

PISTACH Ice-3

Automatic retr. w/templates



Desc. Tr. # 076 Jason-2

Jason-2 altimetry over the Congo



Congo river

tributary







Colombia
Brazil

Ranked 15th :

L = 2,500 km long

W = 250,000 km²

Q = 14,000 m3/S









SRL

SRL

J2

J2

SRL



Water surface

Pair of parabolas in the ranges

Cross-track deviation




